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1. Introduction:Grammarsand Parsers
Modern linguistics has quite generally been taken to encompass the study of what
constitutes knowledge of language and how that knowledge is put to use:
The fundamentalfact that must be faced in any investigation of language and linguistic
behavior is the following: a native speaker of a languagehas the ability to comprehendan
immense numberof sentences that he had never previously heard and to produce, on the
appropriateoccasion, novel utterances that are similarly understandableto other native
speakers. The basic questions that must be asked are the following:
1. What is the precise natureof this ability?
2. How is it put to use?
3. How does it arise in the individual?
Chomskyand Miller(1963, 271)
It has also been quite widely assumed that the answer to the first question would go a
long way toward providing a firm scientific basis on which to answer questions 2 and
3. The methodological import of this position is plain enough. Assuming that language
use is, in some sense, an "implementation" of the system of linguistic knowledge, and
assuming that the theory of language learning specifies how that system of knowledge
can be acquired, it makes little sense to attempt to characterize either implementation
or learning procedure before understanding, at least in part, just what that knowledge
is. One would even expect (as has turned out to be the case) that a partial answer to
question 1 would provide a great deal of insight into the answers to questions 2 and 3.
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gation of grammarshould have little contact with theories of languageuse or language
acquisition,or, worse yet, that a complete understandingof languageends with the study
of grammar.It simply claims that a properway to begin the study of languageis to start
with a characterizationof what that knowledge is-in short, with a theory of grammar.
Researchers working within the frameworkof generative grammarhave taken the
answer to question 1 to consist in a specificationof the class of possible grammars. A
memberof the class of possible grammarsis taken to be a formal characterizationof a
person's linguistic knowledge (or competence). Membershipin the class of possible
grammarsis limited to just those characterizationsthat can be embedded in a theory
capable of solving the "logical problem of languageacquisition". The solution to this
latter problem consists of a theory that explains how childrenacquiretheir languagein
a short period of time on the basis of radically degenerate and deficient data.' It has
been intermittentlyproposed that this research scenario should be inverted: that one
can gain insight into the natureof the system of knowledgethat makes up the language
faculty by considering how that knowledge is put to use (or acquired)in real time. In
particular, since different grammaticaltheories are associated with different parsing
models, some of which will be plausible and others less so, it is argued that one can
exploit a theory of languageuse to constrainthe class of possible grammarsby insisting
that a grammaris "possible" just in case it has an associated plausible parsing model.
For instance, one could argue that the class of naturallanguages(more precisely,
grammarsfor those languages)be constrainedby insisting that parsers associated with
putativelypossible grammarsreproducethe detailedtime complexity of humansentence
processing; that is, sentences that are complex under some measure of psychological
resource complexity (e.g. take a long time for people to analyze) are correspondingly
complex for the processing model (e.g. take a long time for the model to analyze). A
strengthenedversion of this condition might requirethat the model preserve an ordinal
rankingof all sentences under the psychological complexity metric.
In this article we focus on proposals that suggest that one can constrain the class
of possible grammarsby imposingjust such a cognitive fidelity requirementon the class
of possible grammars,a criterion of efficient parsability. It is generally assumed that
people can process sentences quite rapidly.To impose a conditionof efficientparsability,
then, is to claim that sentence processingmodels should reproducethis aspect of human
behavior. This is the requirementadvanced, for example, by Marcus (1980, 240-241):
But there is another fact about languagebehavior that is only slightly less marvelous:that
languageworks at all. It is far from apparenthow the mind,given only the speech waveform,
or even a string of written words, can reconstructlinguisticstructurein somethinglike real
time. From this, it seems reasonableto assume that languagemust be constrainedin ways
which make it amenableto efficient generationand recognition.
' The "logical problem of language acquisition" should not be confused with questions about the actual
time course of the acquisition process itself. See Chomsky (1981) and Hornstein and Lightfoot (1981) for
discussion.
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Couched at this informaland general level, such a quasi-functionalview seems untendentious: if the "language faculty" is even roughly analogous to other organs of the
body (like the heart), then we might reasonably expect, just as in the case of other
systems of the body, that it has been "well designed" accordingto some as yet undeterminedcriteriaof efficiency. This scenarioclearly takes for grantedthe usual backdrop
of natural selection. Since one of the evolutionary "design criteria" could well have
been ease of language processing, it is certainly conceivable that efficient parsability
has played a role in the shapingof the languagefaculty.
It is another question entirely, however, to take the position that considerationsof
parsingefficiency allow us to restrictthe class of possible grammarsto just those capable
of generating certain mathematicallydefined classes of languages, because these languages, and no others, can meet the demandof efficientparsability.Specifically, it might
be claimed that we should deliberatelyrestrict our study to phrase structuregrammars
that can generate only context-free languages.This is because there are known efficient
parsingalgorithmsto recognize (andparse)any languagethat is context-free;in contrast,
there is no way to guarantee that all context-sensitive languages can be as efficiently
parsed as the context-free languages,and of course broaderclasses of languagesbeyond
the context-sensitive need not even have algorithmicrecognitionprocedures.2
Such a line of reasoningappearsto providea simplea prioriway to rejectthe theory
of transformationalgrammar(TG) as a "psychologically realistic" account of the language faculty. Since otherwise unrestrictedTGs can generate all the recursively enumerable languages (Peters and Ritchie (1973b)), and since (modestly restricted) TGs
generate languages that cannot be parsed in less than exponential (2') time (Rounds
(1975)), we can apparentlyconclude that there are theories of transformationalgrammar
that generatelanguagesfor which we have no knownefficientgeneralparsingalgorithms.
Therefore, some researchers conclude, a theory of grammarthat happens to generate
only languagesfor which there are known efficient parsingalgorithmshas an important
advantage over the theory of transformationalgrammar.In this view, for instance, if
one restricts attentionto the study of systems that generateonly context-freelanguages
(perhaps for independently motivated reasons, e.g. the usual linguistic reasons), then
an importantside benefit accrues because the entire class of context-free languagesis
already known to have "efficient" parsingalgorithms.This is the view that Gazdar,for
one, has advocated (1981, 155):
Suppose, in fact, that the permittedclass of generative grammarsconstituted a subset of
those phrase structuregrammarscapable only of generatingcontext-freelanguages. . . . we
would have the beginningsof an explanationfor the obvious, but largely ignored, fact that
humansprocess the utterancesthey hear very rapidly.Sentences of a context-freelanguage
are provablyparsablein a time which is proportionalto the cube of the lengthof the sentence
2
Readers who are unfamiliarwith the characterizationof classes of languageswith respect to weak
generativecapacity known as the Chomskyhierarchyare referredto standardtextbooks, especially Hopcroft
and Ullman(1979)or Lewis and Papadimitriou(1980).
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or less (Younger(1967),Earley(1970)).Butno suchrestrictiveresultholdsforthe recursive
or recursivelyenumerable
sets potentiallygenerableby grammars
whichincludea transformationalcomponent.
The form of Gazdar's argumentis simple enough:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

People parse sentences rapidly.
The sentences of any context-free languagecan be parsed rapidly.
Gazdar's phrase structuregrammarsgenerate only context-free languages.
Not all languagesgeneratedby transformationalgrammarscan be parsedrapidly.

Conclusion:The theory of transformationalgrammarcannot providean explanation
of how people parse sentences; in contrast, a theory that can (weakly)generateonly
context-free languagescan provide such an explanation.3
But is this line of argumentvalid? We believe not. In the first part of this article we
show that when the relevant formal languagetheory results are set in their properrealworld context, they do not choose between phrase structureand transformationalgrammars in the manner that Gazdar suggests. According to the argumentabove, what the
property of context-freeness buys is a guaranteethat TG cannot meet, that of efficient
processability. But the identificationof all and only the context-free languages as the
"efficiently processable" languagesis misleading.On the one hand, strict context-sensitivity is not an absolute barrierto efficiency in the mannerimplied by the argument
above, since many strictly context-sensitive languagescan also be efficiently analyzed.
On the other hand, naturallanguages are patently a restricted subset of some class in
the Chomskygenerativehierarchy(the obviously unnaturallanguagesmust be excluded,
no matter whether the attainablenaturallanguagesturn out to be context-free or not).
Therefore, even if a context-free hypothesis is adopted, additionalconstraintsmust still
be imposed, beyond mere context-freeness, in order to characterizeall and only the
3We should be very clear that an argumentabout the computationalbenefitsaccruingfrom a restriction
to context-freenessneed not be the only reason, or even the primaryreason, for preferringgrammarsthat
generateonly context-freelanguages.Gazdar(1979;1981;forthcoming)has arguedthathis nontransformational
theoryof grammaris superiorprimarilyon the standardlinguisticgrounds,namely,thatit accountsfor linguistic
grammar.(However, see Williams(1981)for a partial
generalizationsbetterthanthe theoryof transformational
reply to these arguments.)In a personal communication,Gazdarhas informedone of us that the original
motivationfor the theory was a desire to eliminatethe transformationalcomponentof TG theory entirely.
Onlyafterwardswas it realizedthatthis move, since it permittedthe generationof only context-freelanguages,
mightalso have computationalimport.In this context, it is interestingto note (see Chomsky(1981))that the
generativegrammarsproposedin Chomsky(1951)were in fact systems that used the indexedphrasestructure
mechanismsdescribedby Harman(1963)and Gazdar(1981).In this articlewe will focus attentionon just the
question of efficient parsability,leaving other questionsaside.
From here on we shall use the termphrase structuregrammarto mean a phrase structuregrammaras
described in Gazdar (1979; 1981) instead of the formal languagetheoretic sense of 'unrestrictedrewriting
system' (Type 0 grammar).The sort of phrase structuregrammaradvancedby Gazdaris based on formal
work by Peters and Ritchie (1973a)and Joshi and Levy (1977), who show that these types of grammarsare
morefaithfulto the linguisticnotionof "immediateconstituentanalysis"thanare unrestrictedphrasestructure
grammars.
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naturallanguages. Since additionalcharacterizingconstraintsmust be investigatedeven
in the context-free case, it would seem just as legitimateto look at those strictlycontextsensitive (or even strictly Type 0) languages that are efficiently processable, given additionalconstraints. Since there are such languagesand candidateadditionalconstraints,
the actual mathematicalresults do not preclude the possibility of either TG or phrase
structuregrammarsbeing able to generatelanguagesfor which there are efficient parsing
algorithms.4
In the second partof the articlewe considermore carefullythe applicationof general
mathematicalresults to a cognitive domain.We will see that biologicallyrelevantparsing
efficiency need not be primarilydeterminedby general,mathematicallydefinedmeasures
of efficiency. Therefore, although mathematicalefficiency measures may apply in an
abstract,formal sense to rank(context-free)phrasestructuregrammarsas "better" than
transformationalgrammars,this rankingmay be relevant only in formal theory, not in
biologicalpractice. The commonlyused mathematicalmeasuresof efficiency-including
the one cited by Gazdar-by and large abstract away from the structuralfeatures of
parsing algorithms that may actually dominate the efficiency of a procedure in the
biologically relevant sense. In particular,we will see how the size of a grammar(as
embeddedin a parsingprocedure)can contributeto the efficiency of a parsingalgorithm,
and how, because grammarsize shrinks with the move to more powerful descriptive
formalisms, there is a possible trade-off between parsing efficiency and descriptive
apparatus.
Our investigation of the use of "computationalcomplexity" argumentsto choose
among alternativegrammarsalso calls into question more generallythe applicabilityof
generalmathematicalresults in a narrowcognitive domain.We will see that since parsing
efficiency clearly depends upon the representationalformat chosen for computation,it
may well be that narrow, highly-tailoredrepresentationsfor the particular grammatical
formats associated with naturallanguages may allow a correspondinglyparticularand
nongeneral algorithm to be quite efficient, as opposed to whatever general-purpose
parsing algorithmone might propose. It seems likely that some of the computational
workformerlydone by the parsercould be shoulderedby the narrownessof the restricted
set of representationsunder consideration.This is in fact the experience of those who
work with programminglanguages: specific grammarsadmit specialized recognition
procedures.
As will become clear, we find argumentssuch as the one sketched above to be
symptomaticof an all-too-commonconfusion about the role of mathematicsin linguistic
theory. For instance, it is worth noting that the Peters and Ritchie result that an unrestricted transformationaltheory can generate all recursively enumerablesets has been
used by some researchers as an argumentthat transformationalgrammarscannot be
"psychologicallyreal". The reason: since some recursivelyenumerablesets do not even
have algorithmicparsing procedures, it must be the case that unrestrictedtransforma4 See footnote 10 and Berwick (forthcoming).
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tional grammarscan generate languagesfor which no parsingprocedureeven exists, let
alone an efficient one. The context-free language/efficientparsability argument is in
effect merely a subrecursiveanalogue of this more general argument.5
In the broadest sense then, the aim of this article is to shed some light on just what
the properapplicationof mathematicaltheory should be to an ultimatelybiological (and
empirical) science. In this attempt at illumination,we shall touch upon a variety of
related questions that have from time to time been raised in contemporarydiscussions
of linguistic theory: Just what is the status of so-called "functional explanations" in
linguistic theory? Can arguments grounded on notions of parsing efficiency provide
telling restrictions on the form of our linguistictheories?
While our aim is to dispel certain technical confusions about the applicabilityof
mathematicalresults to the domain of linguistics, we should stress that we are not
implying that mathematicalargumentis of no value in the study of language. On the
contrary,when the results of mathematicalanalysis are evaluatedin the properempirical
context, they can provide (and have provided) insights of enormous depth. The point
of the article, then, is not to furnisha simple, sweepingconclusion that all purelya priori
argumentsabout language based on mathematicalresults are invalid, or that thinking
about parsing efficiency is a worthless enterprise. There is no difficultywith admitting
additional valid sources of evidence bearing on theories of language, be it from the
domain of mathematics, reaction time experiments, or observations of child development. The problemis that such argumentsseem to be far more difficultto makeproperly,
at least given our current understanding.6In short, the moral of this article is that
mathematicalinsights culled from the study of formallanguagesmust be temperedwith
a sensitivity for the biological and empiricalsituationto which they are applied. In this
we can do no better than to recall Kripke's (1976, 416) observation regardingthe role
of mathematicsand formalizationin philosophicalthinking:
Logical investigationscan obviously be a useful tool for philosophy. They must, however,
be informed by a sensitivity to the philosophical significance of the formalism and by a
generous admixtureof common sense, as well as a thoroughunderstandingof both the basic
concepts and of the technical details of the formalmaterialused. It should not be supposed
that the formalismcan grind out philosophicalresults in a mannerbeyond the capacity of
ordinaryphilosophicalreasoning.There is no mathematicalsubstitutefor philosophy.
2. Parsing Efficiency and the Use of Mathematical Results
2.1. Context-free Languages and Efficient Parsability

To begin our study of mathematicalargumentsand their bearingon parsing efficiency
and linguistic theory, we must first review the basic mathematicalresults about general
5See Lapointe (1977) for discussion of the significance of the Peters and Ritchie results; Matthews (1979)
and Chomsky (1980) for a summary. See Berwick and Weinberg (forthcoming b) for a discussion of the Peters
and Ritchie results within the current Government-Binding theory (Chomsky (1981)).
6 For additional discussion of the difficulties, see Berwick and Weinberg (forthcoming a).
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context-free parsing that have been most used to bolster various argumentsabout the
difficulty of parsing naturallanguages.
The efficiency of general context-free parsingalgorithmsis most often couched as
some function of the size (or length) of the input sentences that the parsing algorithm
must analyze. Why is the efficiency of an algorithmexpressed in this way? The intuition
behind this approach is that as the sentences input to some parsing procedure grow
longer and longer, the amount of computationalwork that must be done to analyze the
sentences should likewise grow, while holding fixed the algorithmthat is used. Thus,
the processing complexity of algorithm i given a sentence n words long is typically
denoted as fi(lnl). If computationalresources are measuredin terms of time, then the
function fi is simply a formula that, given the length of the sentence to be processed
(measuredin numberof words), tells us how long algorithmi will take to finish its work.
For example, if fi = n2 and the measureof computationalwork is time, then a sentence
10 words long will take four times longer to process than a sentence 5 words longdoublingthe sentence length will quadruplethe amountof computationaleffort that must
be expended.
As implied in the precedingparagraph,computationalwork itself can obviously be
measuredin several ways, the most natural(andwell-known)being the numberof "time
steps" taken by a procedureor the (maximum)amountof space used duringthe course
of analyzing a sentence of a given length. Finally, it should be apparentthat because
what counts as a unit time step or a unit of space can vary from one computational
model to another, the exact complexity of sentence processingmightvary not only from
algorithmto algorithm,but also from machine to machine, dependingupon what brand
of computer one adopts as a model for computation.
It should be no surprise, then, that one desirablefeature of a mathematicaltheory
of computation should be the ability to prove results that are invariantwith respect to
the model adopted for computation. Present-day computational complexity theory
achieves this aim by focusing on functionalrates of growth that are "far enough apart"
to be unaffected by changes in reference machine. If one function can be computed
faster on algorithmA than algorithmB when using, say, a multi-tapeTuring machine
as a reference model, and if that differencein speed is large enough, then the superiority
of algorithmA will be preserved when it is switched to another (serial) computational
reference machine, say, a randomaccess machine.7
7 A randomaccess machine, or RAM, differs from a Turingmachinein its ability to store numbersin
any one of a finite numberof registers, to which it has immediateaccess. This would seem to be a clear
computationaladvantage, since such a machinecan retrieve or modify these numbersin a constant amount
of time. In contrast, a Turingmachinemust laboriouslyscan a storagetape in a strict left-to-rightor right-toleft fashion in order to get to a particularsymbol it must retrieve. Given this differencein power, it is an
interestingfact that the class of functionsthat can be computedin time less thanor equalto ni for some integer
j on a randomaccess machineis exactly equalto the class thatcan be so computedon a Turingmachine.(This
class is that set of functions that can be computedin "polynomialtime" on a deterministicTuringmachine.
Context-freelanguagerecognition,because it can be done in cubic time or less on a RAM, is in this class.)
Thus, moving to a RAM buys no more power in terms of the class of functionsthat can be computedin
polynomialtime. This result makes precise the sense of "far enoughapart"alludedto in the text. If algorithm
A runs in polynomialtime (say, n3) and algorithmB in exponentialtime (2"), then A will be superiorto B on
any "reasonable"model of a serial computer,be it Turingmachineor RAM.
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The price paid for this ability to state complexity results independentlyof machines
is the usual price of abstraction:the complexity metric may be a dull knife, unable to
draw the requisite distinctions in the cognitive domain. We shall see that this is at the
root of many of the difficulties surroundingthe use of computationalcomplexity results
in linguistic theory. However, there does not seem to be any way around this part of
the problem;if one is aimingat theoremsthat remaintheoremseven when the underlying
machine is subject to gross changes, then one must be willing to forego theorems that
can be proved only with respect to particularbrands of computer, including, perhaps,
the human "computationalmachinery".
What about the particularcase of parsing context-free languages?An amount of
time proportionalto roughly the cube of the number of input words is known to be
sufficientto parse any context-freelanguage(on a computermodel like a randomaccess
machine) (Earley (1968; 1970)).8 Note that cubic time is known to be sufficient but is
not known to be a necessary bound on the amount of time required.Indeed, all known
context-free languages are recognizable in only an amount of time that is proportional
to simply the number of words in the input string (i.e. a linear function of the input
length, or simply k x n, where k = some constant and n = the length of the input
sentence in words).9 Further, even if the cubic bound were shown to be necessary for
some context-free language,it does not then follow that all context-freelanguageswould
take that much time to parse; only some "hardest" languageneed take that much time.
Similarly, it is known that an amount of time proportionalto an exponential function
of the length of the input string, k , is sufficientto parse any context-sensitive language,
but this too is an upper bound; many context-sensitive languages do not require that
much time for parsing.'0
8 See the previousfootnote for a briefdescriptionof a randomaccess machine.This resultis also proved,
for example, in Hopcroftand Ullman(1969)or Harrison(1978, 430-437). Slightly"better" functionalspeedups are possible, reducingthe n time to nearly n25. (The best result as of 1980was n
9 Recall that we are assumingall other potentialsourcesof variation-e.g. the grammar-to be constant.
1o The two examples of strictly context-sensitive (non-context-free)languagesmost often cited in the
literature-anbnCnand ww-are both recognizablein faster than linear time: whetheror not a given string
(sentence) is in either of these languagescan be determinedby using an algorithmthat takes only a bounded
numberof steps (fixed in advance)between the readingof each symbol of the input sentence, that is, in real
time. (See Rosenberg(1967)and Galil(1978).)However, it is importantto keep in mindthe distinctionbetween
recognizinga language(= determiningsimply whetheror not a stringis in the languagegeneratedby some
grammarfor that language)and parsing a language(= findingthe derivationtree by which the sentence can
be generated with respect to some particulargrammar).In other words, a parser has to do more than a
recognizer-it has to recover the correctlabeledbracketingsfor sentences. A recognizerneed only determine
whether or not the string is in the languagegeneratedby a grammar,and may use whatever means at its
disposal for this task. The notion of recognitionis weaker, because it can be readily shown that there are
some languagesthat can be efficientlyrecognizedbut not necessarilyefficientlyparsedaccordingto the rules

of a given grammar. For example, consider the following grammar: S -* A; A

->

aAa; A -* a. This grammar

generatesa languageconsistingof stringsof odd numbersof as. This languageis clearlya finite-statelanguage
(see, for instance, Hopcroft and Ullman (1979)), and thereforeit can be efficiently "processed" if the only
demand is recognition. However, if the requirementis to recover the labeled bracketingsthat the above
grammarwouldassign to such strings,then a deterministicpush-downautomatonincorporatingthisparticular
grammarwill not suffice. (The example is from Knuth(1965);a grammarthat can be so incorporatedinto a
deterministicpush-down automatonis called an LR(k) grammar.) Some other grammarcan be used by a
deterministicpush-downautomatonto parse the strings of this language(that is, such a machinecan assign
labeled bracketingsto the strings of this languageaccordingto this new grammar(Knuth (1965))).But this
other grammaris not structurallyidenticalto the first-it does not preservethe "tree shapes" of the original
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It is importantto keep in mindjust what these sorts of results show when applied
to the case of naturallanguages. In its usual mathematicalformulation,the "efficiency
rating" of a given class of languages is determinedby the "worst case" language for
that class, that is, the languagein the class that requiresthe most time to parse. Formally,
if we let Pi be the parsing time with respect to language i, index i rangingover some
class of languagesL, then the parsingcomplexity of the class L-call this propertyPis max(Pi). For example, if we say (counterfactually)that the class of context-sensitive
languages is of exponential time complexity, this means that at least one context-sensitive languagerequires exponential time; many of the other (strictly) context-sensitive
languagesin the class mightrequiremuch less time (and indeed this is the case, as noted
in footnote 10). This is the reason for the "sufficiency vs. necessity" distinction noted
above. If such "worst case" theoremsabout mathematicallydefinedclasses of languages
are to be applied directly to the class of possible naturallanguages(NL), then we must
assume that the particularlanguageused to demonstratepropertyP is itself in NL. This
requirementis a sensible one to enforce, since, after all, we are clearly aiming to use
propertyP as a (partial)characterizationfor what it means to be a naturallanguage,and
the proposed property would not be a very appropriateone if no natural language
possessed it. A characterizationbased on parsing efficiency obviously is successful
insofar as it helps us to characterizeall and only the naturallanguages.
With this backgroundin mind, consider again the argumentto restrict the study of
languageto the study of rule systems that generateonly context-freelanguages,because
efficient general parsingmethods exist for any context-free language.On this view, the
propertyof "efficient parsability"(EP) that all context-freelanguagesenjoy is a partial
characterizationof what it means to be a naturallanguage.Languagesthat do not have
property EP are simply not naturallanguages. A Chomsky hierarchydiagramof this
situation is given in figure 1. The class NL has been identifiedwith the class EP, and,
since all membersof the class of context-free languages(CFL) are also efficiently parsable under our current definition of "efficient", CFL is identified with EP as well.
(Dependingupon whetheradditionalcharacterizationconstraintsare imposedon the class
NL, NL mightbe a proper subset of the CFL class, a matterto which we returnshortly;
we also ignore the question of just where the class NL is boundedfrom below.)
grammar.Thisbeingso, then if, say, semanticinterpretation"runsoff of" the bracketingprovidedby Grammar
1, the parse with respect to the Grammar2 mightnot preservethe semanticpropertiesof the first grammar.
It may however still be possible to find an "efficient"procedureto translatebetweenthe parsetrees provided
by Grammar2 and those of GrammarI, thus preservingthe semanticsof the firstgrammar.(Familiarexamples
includethe "readjustmentrule" discussedby ChomskyandMiller(1963)andLangendoen(1975)for translating
between center-embeddedand right-or left-recursivetrees, or Kuno's HarvardSyntacticAnalyzer(1966)that
translatedcontext-freegrammarsinto a non-left-recursiveform so that they could be efficiently parsed topdown.) Formalresearchinto this possibilitygoes underthe headingof the theory of covering grammars. See
Nijholt(1980)andBerwickandWeinberg(forthcominga) for a moreextensive discussionof coveringgrammars
and their implicationsfor the study of the relationshipbetween grammarsand parsers.
Given the distinctionbetween recognitionand parsing,the relevantformalresult for the purposesof the
discussion in the text is that Knuth's LR(k) condition can be imposed on grammarsfor non-context-free
languages(e.g. strictlycontext-sensitiveand even strictlyType 0 languages)so as to obtainparsingprocedures
that execute quite efficiently. (Specifically,in time proportionalto the lengthsof derivationsof sentences; in
the a'b'cn case, the time is at worst quadraticin the lengthof the input.)See Walters(1971)for these results,
and Berwick (forthcoming).
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Figure 1

Strictly interpreted, though, this particular"state-of-the-world"diagramis misleading. "EP" is not a propertyuniqueto the context-freelanguages,since many strictly
context-sensitive languagessharethe propertyof efficient parsability.So, given that our
sole criterion is for the moment efficient parsability, we should include the strictly
huh
sms
Stityitrrtd
hspriulr"tt-ftewrd
iga
context-sensitive
languages
with property
EP in our diagram,expanding
the class
NL
beyond the strictly CFL boundary:

Figure 2

Typue2
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Pursuingthe parsabilitycharacterization,recall that the parsabilitytheorems also
tell us that any context-free language is efficiently parsable. Hence, all the unnatural
languagesthat are context-free are also in the class EP, no matterhow bizarre. On this
account, mirror-imagelanguages (generatingonly palindromes,like abbaabba) are also
candidate natural languages, because they too are context-free and hence easily analyzed. Since these sets of strings are apparentlynot naturallanguages, it is clear that
some context-free languages must be ruled out as naturallanguages based on criteria
other than that of efficient parsability."'Thus, we must alter our diagramonce more,
redrawingthe class NL so that it excludes some members of the class of context-free
languages, and yet runs outside that class. Let us also assume that naturallanguages
exceed the weak generative capacity of finite state (right-or left-linear)grammars.Our
hierarchydiagramnow looks like figure 3 (p. 176).12
What has the efficient parsabilitycriterionboughtus in this case, then? We can say
for certain only that the class NL cuts across the context-sensitive and context-free
language classes in some as yet undeterminedfashion. But this is precisely what has
generally been observed since the earliest mathematicalwork on the subject: the class
11
For example, we might insist that the theory prohibitrules of the form S -> ASA, S -* BSB, S
empty, perhapsfor reasons that can be independentlymaintainedundersome version of X-bartheory. Then
at least the obvious context-freegrammarfor generatingthe palindromelanguageswould not be admissible.
This exampleincidentallydemonstratesthat, if one takes seriouslythe view thatwhatmattersaboutgrammars
is their stronggenerativecapacity (the structuraldescriptions,or labeledbracketings,that they can produce),
then what is importantfor cognition is not so much the recognitiontime of a language(a process that may,
but need not, ignore a particulargrammarthat weakly generatesthe languageso as to use anothergrammar

that is more amenable to efficient recognition) but rather parsability with respect to a particular grammar of

interest that generates that language. For instance, as footnote 10 points out, it may be irrelevantthat the
stringa' for odd n can be recognizedby a finite state device (hence in real time) if the underlyinggrammar
is, for independentreasons, known to be of the form S -* aSa, S -- a. In short, it is the notion of grammar,
in the sense of a system that pairs surface strings with labeled bracketings,that is crucial for parsing;the
notion of language, in the sense of some set of strings, is derivativeand not of interest independentof the
grammar.
In one sense it is easy to see how this focus on the complexity classes for string recognition(and a
correspondingattention to the notion of languageas opposed to grammar)may have arisen. In the formal
study of recognitioncomplexity, the underlyingset of possible grammarsthat generatea languageof interest
can ordinarilybe freely varied so as to achieve the fastest possible recognitiontime for that language. But
presumablythe same freedom is not available in the study of naturallanguages. Rather, the situation is
reversed:it is the grammarthat is subjectto constraints,and parsingefficiencymustbe evaluatedwith respect
to that grammar,whateverits constraintsturnout to be. These constraintsmightinclude:restrictionsdrawn
from X-bar theory; compatibilitywith logical form or semantic interpretationrules (cf. the discussion of
covering grammarsin footnote 10) so as to provide the "right" input for semantic interpretationrules; a
demandthatgrammarsbe projectiblegiven the "right"conditionsof exposureto data, and so forth.Of course,
the set of surfacestringsthe grammargeneratesdoes matterto parsingcomplexity,but the notion of grammar
as (string,bracketing)pairssubsumesthe contributionthat the set of stringsmakesto the computationalissues
at hand. For furtherdiscussion of the grammar-parserrelationship,see Berwickand Weinberg(forthcoming
a).
12 Note that Gazdar(1981)also assumes the class NL to be a propersubset of the class of context-free
languages, as evidenced by the quotation at the beginningof this article. The intent of his restrictionis
presumablyto rule out the "unnatural"context-freelanguages,perhapsusing the criteriasuggestedabove.
Accordingto Gazdar'sargument,a powerfulreason that the restrictionto just the CFL languagespays off is
that of parsability.However, as we have just seen, since we must in any event look at a restrictedclass of
languages,one not coincidingwith any of the Chomskyhierarchyclasses, it makes little sense to exclude in
an a priorifashionjust those non-context-freelanguagesthat are also efficientlyparsable,simplybecause they
do not happento meet some other mathematicalcondition.
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Figure 3
of natural languages is suspected to be some subset of the class of context-sensitive
languages, including, perhaps, some non-context-freelanguages. Even this much is not
certain, however; it is an open question whether there are naturallanguages that are,
for example, nonrecursiveor even nonrecursivelyenumerable(see Hintikka(1974)and
Chomsky (1980) for discussion).'3 In this case, then, the imposition of the parsability
criterionhas told us nothingnew at all; if ourgoal is to obtainas narrowa characterization
of the class of naturallanguages as possible, then requiringthat all naturallanguages
possess property EP does not advance us beyond what has been suspected since the
early 1960s.'4
13 See Postal (1964)for putativeexamplesof strictlycontext-sensitiveconstructionsin
naturallanguages,
and Gazdar (1979) for contrary evidence; the matter still seems unresolved. Even in the case of Type 0
languages,it is possible to add "locality restrictions"of the sort observedin currenttransformational
theory
and obtain a languagethat is efficiently parsable.Figure3 would have to be correspondinglymodifiedso as
to show the "NL" class cuttingacross the Type 0 boundary.Such languagesneed not be context-sensitive,
yet they may still be efficiently parsable.(Since these languagesare algorithmicallyparsable,they obviously
must be recursive, however.) We conjecturethat the "locality principles"of currenttransformational
theory
conspireto guaranteethatTG languagesare processableby a boundedlookaheadmachineof the type designed
by Marcus(1980). For example, it can be shown that a Marcus-typemachinecan parse a'b'c' in at worst
quadratictime. Note that these locality principlesdo not entail a restrictionto strictlycontext-freelanguages.
See Berwick (forthcoming)for details. See Matthews(1979)and Chomsky(1980)for discussion of the issue

of recursiveness vs. nonrecursiveness.

14 It might be arguedthat the banalityof the conclusionsthat can be drawnfrom this formulationof the
efficient parsabilitycriterionfollows from the weakness of the definitionof "efficient". Perhapswe could
provide strongerconstraintson parsingtime, and these would prove to be more telling ones. Suppose, for
example, that we restrictedthe notion of "efficientlyparsable"even further,demandingthat parsingtime be
a linear function of the length of input strings. But this will leave us in roughlythe same position as before,
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Summarizingthe discussion, the problem with identifying context-free languages
with the class of naturallanguagesis that this characterizationis at once too broad and
too narrow. It is too broad in that it includes too many languages:not all context-free
languages are natural languages. But it is also too narrow: if the efficient parsability
argumentis only that naturallanguages be efficiently parsable, then there would seem
to be no reason to exclude (by fiat) that subset of strictly context-sensitive languages
whose members are also efficiently parsable. In short, the fault lines of "efficient processing" do not fall neatly into place along the context-free/context-sensitive/Type0
languageboundaries.
. . . the characterizationof families of languagesby means of resource bounds for parsing
or recognitionwill not necessarily yield known families specified by other means.
R. Book (1973, 15)
2.2. The Relevance of Computational Complexity to Linguistic Study

The preceding discussion raises the first importantpoint about the use of mathematical
results in cognitive science. Whatthe previous argumentshave shown is that one cannot
simply assume that a class of languages derived via a considerationof purely mathematical properties will correlate in a neat one-for-one fashion with the class of natural
languages; a mathematicallyrelevant class need not be coextensive with a cognitively
relevant one. In the case above, the mathematicalproperty of context-freeness could
not be shown to be coextensive with the (assumed) cognitively relevant property of
efficient parsability. We might summarizethis problem as follows: mathematicalrelevance need not imply cognitive relevance.

A further question of cognitive relevance arises with the mathematicalresults because of the way in which results in the complexity literatureare couched. The typical
measure of complexity used in the theorems most often cited to back up efficient parsability arguments is the notion of asymptotic complexity, and it is not clear whether
since some strictlycontext-sensitivelanguagesas well as some obviouslyunnaturallanguagesare recognizable
in linear time or less.
It is true that stronger recognition time constraints in conjunctionwith restrictionson the assumed
underlyingreferencemachinecan be quite potent in eliminatingcertainclasses of languages.For example, if
we impose a linear time recognitionconstraint(recognitioncan take only time k n, where n = the length of
the input sentence) and in additionlimitthe machineto only one tape, then the stringsets so recognizableare
regular(from Hennie (1965)). Furthermore,there are some languagesthat are known to be recognizablein
real time on one kind of referencemachine(a randomaccess machine)that are not recognizablein real time
on a Turingmachine.Not surprisingly,if one adoptsthis finer-grainedcomplexityanalysis,one can distinguish
between variousbrandsof machines.The problemthen becomes one of justifyingthe machinerestrictionand
the grain size of the complexity analysis. What evidence can be adduced that people are one-tape Turing
machines, as opposed to random access machines, or two-tape Turing machines, or even k-tape Turing
machines?Whatevidence is there that people process sentences in real time, as opposed to, say, lineartime?
In short, given this lack of understandingof constraintson the human "computationalmachinery",it
seems that even under the most stringentrestrictionsof time efficiency it still remainstrue that the noncontext-freelanguageconstructsgenerallyhypothesizedto be operativein naturallanguageare recognizable
(see footnote 10).Thus, even underquiterestrictedsenses of "efficient",it appearsthatan a prioriidentification
of the naturallanguagesto some subset of the context-freelanguagescannot be maintained.
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asymptotic complexity is a biologically relevant measure of computationalcomplexity.
Let us run throughan example of the use of asymptoticcomplexity measures to see just
what is at stake here. Recall that any context-free languagecan be recognized in time
proportional to

n3,

where n is the length of the input sentence in words. (One might

want to include grammaticalformatives in this count as well.) The "exact" recognition
complexity would therefore be k times n3, where k is a constant of proportionality.
Suppose we wish to compare the time complexity for this algorithmagainst some other
procedure of time complexity, say, k* f(n). For instance, f(n) might be n2. As n approaches infinity the ratio of the two complexities k n3/k*f(n) will in the limit be
dominated by the functional terms alone, and hence could be expressed more simply
as just n31f(n). 5 This is because the constant factors, though possibly large, are fixed.
In contrast, the two functional terms-n3 and f(n)-get larger as the input sentence
length, n, increases. Eventually, no matterhow large the constant terms were to begin
with, the n3/f(n) factor will be many thousands of times larger (or smaller) than the
constants, and thus the constants will play no role in the comparisonof one complexity
formulaagainstanother.Hence the termasymptoticcomplexityfor this kindof evaluation
measure of computationalefficiency.
Evidently if asymptoticcomplexity is used, the constant terms in front of functional
forms may be droppedfor comparativepurposes: we say that an algorithmruns in time
n3 or in linear time, without specifying the constant of proportionality;conversely,
whenever such terminologyis used, it has been tacitly assumed (unless stated otherwise)
that the notion of asymptotic complexity is the relevant one.
Why would anyone adopt such a rough measure, one that can only distinguish
between gross functional form differences?The reason is that the constants in front of
the functional forms-the k and l* in the example above-are parametersthat are
independentof the length of the input sentence but highly dependenton such "details"
as the size of the grammar(totalnumberof symbols requiredto writedown the grammar);
the representationof the grammaras a data structure(as a list, an array, a special lookup table); how rules are accessed and manipulatedby the control structureof the parsing
procedure; and the primitive operations available in the instruction repertoire of the
assumed underlyingmachine. In short, the constants in front of the functional forms
dependupon all those idiosyncratic"detailsof implementation"thatvary fromparticular
machine to particularmachine. The use of an asymptotic measure is intended to deal
with precisely this problem;by comparingproceduresonly in the limit of input lengths,
we have abstractedaway from such details of implementation.
From one standpoint then, the use of asymptotic complexity measures is widely
considered to be an appropriatesolution to the problem of how to deal with variation
in computationalmodels. A mathematicaltheory of compu,tationwould not be of much
use if its results could be invalidatedsimply by purchasingsomeone else's computer.
15

Except, of course, in the case wheref(n) = n3, where the ratio of the functionalforms is 1 for all
values of n. In this case, the constant terms will still predominate.
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Invariance over changes in computationalmodel is a desirable property of the theory
of computationalcomplexity, just because there is large variationin the choice of reference model computers.
Turningnow to the domainof cognitive science, it is much less clear that asymptotic
measures are equally appropriate.The problem is that in the case of human sentence
processing we are studyingone particularmachine(thoughwhich one we do not know),
and if we assume that the "design" of this machine has been optimized at all, then it
has been optimized with respect to that machine, i.e. to the particularcase of whatever
computational machinery we do possess, and not necessarily with respect to some
abstract mathematicalmeasure of complexity that considers all possible machines of a
given type.'6 In particular,consider the claim that an algorithmthat runs in time n3 is
"better" than one that runs in time 2n-this being, roughly, one of the senses of "more
efficient" that an advocate of context-free parsing would rely upon. This comparison
uses the notion of asymptotic complexity, and therefore, the dominationof n3 over 2n
is guaranteedonly asymptotically, in the limit as the length of sentences input to either
procedure approaches infinity. But if sentences long enough to ensure the domination
effect never arise in actual, biologicallyrelevantsentence processing,then the theoretical
difference in parsingtimes may simply never amountto a practicaldifference. All those
features ignoredby adoptingan asymptotic complexity measuremay be precisely those
that are most importantfor the rangeof problemsthat the organismmust actually solve.
The difference could not be more plain. Asymptotic measures (includingthe usual
worst case analyses cited in the literature)ignore the range of input sentence lengths
and the constant factors in front of the functionalforms that specify the computational
complexity of an algorithm.In contrast, cognitive measuresmust focus on the particular
range of input sentence lengths that is actually encountered in biological practice, for
the "constant" values in front of the functional forms are proxies for the mental representations that parsing algorithmspresumablyare to use.'7 Note that these detailed
16 There is no reason to suppose that parsinghas been "optimized"accordingto our sense of machine
design, of course; worse yet, evolution is known to be opportunistic,not optimizing.This is not just idle
speculation:as researchersin evolutionarybiologyknow, thereare manyexamplesof evolutionary"designs"
that are quite inefficient by certain engineeringstandardsbut nonetheless survive because there is now no
way to "rechannel"whole enzymaticsystems into new ways of doingthings.For instance,the photosynthetic
machineryof plantsis apparentlyill-designedbecausethe oxygengeneratedas a by-productacts as a competitor
for the enzyme sites used in the fixing of carbondioxide. Wheatwould grow 20%more if the oxygen content
of the air was 2% instead of 20%(Moore (1981)). Certainplants have evolved clever ways to side-step this
defect by getting rid of the excess oxygen, but there is apparentlyno way at this late date to redirectthe
enzymatic pathways to a completely different system. The reason for the difficulty is apparentlythat the
photosyntheticsystem evolved hundredsof millionsof years ago, when the oxygen contentof the atmosphere
was in the 2%range. It is importantto keep in mind, whenevercasual evolutionaryargumentsare offeredas
"functionalexplanations"for one or anotheraspect of some cognitivefaculty(or, for thatmatter,any biological
competence),that the systems of an organismcannotbe evaluatedin isolationfromone another:for example,
it cannot be assumed without additionalargumentthat the syntactic parsingmachinery(if such exists) has
been "optimized"independentlyof other cognitive subsystemsor even independentlyof the entire organism
of which it is a part.
17 It mightof course still turnout that asymptoticmeasuresare appropriate.
But this cannotbe determined
in advance of empiricalinvestigation.
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problems are not those that are encountered when we consider the efficiency of algorithms at the most abstractlevel; they arise only when we start to address the question
of how a grammarmight be actually put to use in the human languagefaculty-when
we startto consider the dimensionsof empirical significance, to use a termof Chomsky's.
We shall call the first problem-that of determiningwhether asymptotic theoretical
complexity differences occur in practice-the Relevant Range problem;the second we
call the Implementation problem.
Let us consider first the Relevant Range question and its quasi-biologicalimport,
ignoringfor the moment the question of the constant values in front of the functional
forms in asymptotic complexity measures. In particular,let us assume the constants in
front of the functionalforms to be equal, say, 1. Then the value of an exponentialform
like 2n would not begin to exceed a polynomial form like

n3

until n is greater than 9. In

other words, given the operative assumptions, only sentences 10 or more words long
would serve to distinguishbetween a parsingmethod that runs in time 2n and one that
runs in cubic time.'8 In other words, given the assumptionsabove, an argumentbased
on algorithmicsuperiorityis only valid if we add the assumptionsthat: (1) sentences of
the break-pointlength or greater actually occur in practice; (2) it actually matters that
one procedure can parse a single sentence 11 words long in half the time of anotherpresumably for reasons of expressive power; and (3) the language faculty has been
"shaped" by naturalselection primarilyon the basis of the selectional advantageconferred by more efficient sentence processing (leaving aside the question of whether or
not this is indeed the primary"role" of the languagefaculty). However, it is actually
difficult to see under what conditions this alleged parsing advantage could arise in
practice. Not only are we forced to envisage a case where the speedier parsingof a long
sentence matters, and matters in some selectional sense, but also this difficult-to-parse
sentence can have no two-sentence expressive substitute(for otherwise, it would come
under the functional umbrellaof the "slower" exponentialprocedureas well).'9
18 For example, with n = 9, n3 = 729, but 2n = 512, so the
exponentialform is still "better"; whereas
with n = 11, n3 = 1331, but 2n = 2048, and the exponentialform takes almost double the time of the
polynomial. It must be stressed that we do not mean to imply that the rough trade-offdescribed above
accuratelydepicts what is the case in humansentence processing.Rather,the trade-offscenariois meant to
be illustrative,showing how the rangeof sentence lengthsthat the cognitive machineryactuallydeals with is
what is crucial to the practicalfunctional evaluation of an algorithm,and not necessarily its asymptotic
behavior. The trade-offdiscussed above is unrealisticbecause, amongother things, if the measureof length
includes grammaticalformatives, then the "break-point"where an exponentialtime method would begin to
take longerthana cubic time methodmightbe different.As we shall see below, whetheranythingof functional
importhinges on the inclusion of formativesin the length count depends in parton the size of the constants
in front of the functionalforms, and since this cannot be determinedin advance of a detailedformulationof
the complexity of human sentence processing, it would seem prematureto advance any detailed argument
along these lines.
19It mightbe an interestingexercise to examinethe actualrangeof inputsentence lengthsin spoken (and
even writtenlanguage);one's initialimpression,in fact, is that the bulkof sentences are shorterthanthe 10-12
word lengthbreak-pointthat conceivablyseparatescubic fromexponentialtime. However, this simplebreakpoint is almost certainlynot correct, since it ignoresthe effect of constantmultipliersin front of the relevant
functionalforms.
Moreover,it is well knownthat it is not so muchlengthas it is structuralfactors such as degreeof nesting
(or more potently, degree of center-embedding)that contributeto sentence processingdifficulties(Chomsky

(1965)).
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Thus, the distinction between, say, cubic time and exponential time procedures is
possibly of no importin biologicalpractice, dependingupon the rangeof sentence lengths
that actually mattered in the evolutionary "design" of language. This is a potential
outcome even in the restricted case where (as we assumed) the proceduresto be compared had time complexities of n3 and 2n-that is, identical constant terms of "1"
entering into the calculation of their execution times. If we were to weaken this assumption to include a broaderclass of cases where the constant factors in front of the
functional forms like n3 or 2n can vary radically, then it is obvious that the range of
input sentence lengths over which an exponentialtime boundmay actuallybe of practical
superiority to a cubic time bound could be vastly greater. For instance, suppose an
exponential time algorithmexecutes in exactly 2n time steps while a competing cubic
time algorithmis known to take 1000n3 steps to do the same processingjob. Then the
exponential algorithmwill be superiorto the cubic one for sentences 20 words or fewer
in length.20
Evidently the constant factors that are quite properly ignored in asymptotic complexity analyses may actually be crucial to the analysis of complexity in a cognitive
setting.2'As a case study of this possibility, let us examinemore carefullythe complexity
of general context-free parsing. Recall that for any context-free language the time to
parse a sentence of length n is k n3. The constant k, as mentioned, is a function of many

other factors, including the size of the grammar,IGI;thus the "true" complexity is
something like k* f(IGI)n3. Clearly, if the size of the grammaris very large compared
to the typical range of input lengths, then it is the grammarsize that dominates the
overall complexity of the procedure.22
20 In general, if the constantfactor for the cubic methodis c times largerthan the
constantfactor for the
exponentialmethod, then one can expect the exponentialmethod's superiorityrangeto be extended by log2c
words (log2 1000is approximately10).
Presumably,part of the job of the cognitive psychologistis to try to find out whetherpeople use cubic
time or exponential time algorithms.What would seem to distinguishbetween these alternativesis which
algorithmsupports the right counterfactuals-that is, the ability to formulatestatements such as, "If we
increase sentence length by, say, one word at the point where exponentialmethodsbegin to take longerthan
cubic methods-does the time for analysis rise rapidly(therebylendingcredence to the internalizationof an
exponentialtime method)or does it increase only modestly (a cubic time method)?"The problemis that the
crucialtest points may be well outside the rangeof psycholinguisticaccess: if the relevant(simple)sentences
are, say, thirtyor more words long, then othercognitivefactorslike attentionspan, memory,and the like may
intervene so as to render such test cases problematic.On the other hand, it may well be that suitable test
sentences can be constructed.This is a matterthat can only be settled by empiricalwork.
21 There is anotherfamiliarresult in complexity theory that might be interpretedto mean that constant
factors "don't matter" in the analysis of algorithms,and hence that grammarsize may be safely ignoredin
the determinationof parsingefficiency (see Hopcroftand Ullman(1979)).This is the theoremthat states that
any algorithmthat runs in time k f(n) can be recoded so as to make the constant k as close to 1 as desired
(f(n) must be a lineartime functionor larger).Since grammarsize IGIis just another"constant", this result
would seem to indicatethat one can recode an algorithmand eliminatethe effect of grammarsize.
However, a more careful analysis of the implicitassumptionsof this theorem shows that it is actually
inappropriateto invoke it for the analysis presentedin the text. The reason is that the theoremdemandsan
abilityto manipulatewhat are assumedto be the underlying"primitiveoperations"of the referencecomputer
model. Intuitively,what this amountsto is that insteadof beingable to examineand execute one rule per time
step or one inputtoken, by recodingk symbolsinto new "complexsymbols"one is now permittedto examine
and execute C rules or read C tokens at a time, where C is a constant that depends on the constant k
(incorporatinggrammarsize). Thus, one must change the basic "unit operations"of the finite state control
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To say anything more specific, we must talk about a specific algorithm.Consider
the "standard"cubic-timecontext-free recognitionalgorithm,Earley's algorithm(1968;
1970).23 Earley shows that the time his method takes on an input sentence of length n
is k IGI2n3-proportional,that is, to the squareof the size of the grammarand the cube
of the length of the input sentence.24Roughly speaking, the bigger the grammar,the
more time the algorithmspends runningthrough its list of potential recognition rules,
deciding which one is applicablenext. Which factor, grammarsize or sentence length,
dominates the time complexity for processing sentences? The outcome of the analysis
clearly depends upon the relative size of the grammarcomparedto the rangeof sentence
lengths. If the grammaris of a size adequateto describe naturallanguage,then we might
expect there to be manyhundredsof rules;however, the sentences inputto the recognizer
will almost invariably be at the most 20 words long. (For example, if IGI= 500 and
n = 10, then the recognition time complexity according to the Earley algorithm is
2.5 x 108). Neglecting the constant k, in a logarithmic scale the grammarsize |G|
contributesabout two-thirdsto the total complexity product, with input sentence length
supplyingthe remainder.25In short, grammarsize can dominateprocessing complexity
for a "relevant" grammarsize and a relevant range of input sentence lengths.

of the Turingmachine. This alterationof underlyingprimitiveoperationsis permissiblein the case of Turing
machines since we can programthem at our whim. It is much less clear what one is allowed to do in the
cognitiveanalogue.As pointedout above, it is probablythe case thatthe underlyingcomputationalmachinery
is more or less fixed (thoughwe do not know what the "primitiveoperations"are). Consequently,it would
not seem validto allow recodingof the sort requiredby the linearspeeduptheorem.The conservativeapproach
is to assume that the constants matter.
As a final postscripton this issue, it is worthwhileto point out that the trade-offbetween constantfactors
and asymptoticcomplexity arises even in the realmof computerscience: it is widely known that the asymptotically "fastest" context-freerecognitionalgorithminvolves such largeconstantfactorsthat it is impractical
for actual use (this is Valiant'smethod; see Harrison(1978)).
22 This fact has been noted by many researchersin computerscience; for an excellent analysis of the
issues, see Pratt(1975), as well as Graham,Harrison,and Ruzzo (1980).
23 Earley's algorithmis based on the "tabular"parsingmethodsof Cocke and Schwartz(1970), Kasami
(1965), and Younger(1967). Numerousvariantsof Earley's methodhave been proposed.These includechart
parsing(Kay (1967))and well-formedsubstringtable methods such as the one in Kaplan(1973).
24 It is interestingto comparethis complexityresultwith thatof the olderCocke-Kasami-Younger(CKY)
algorithm(Younger(1967))(see also Hopcroftand Ullman(1979)).The CKY algorithmruns in time that is
proportionalto the size of the grammar(not its square)and the cube of the lengthof the inputsentences. Why
then isn't the CKY method superiorto the Earleyalgorithm?The reason is that the CKY methodworks only
on grammarsin Chomsky normalform, i.e. grammarsthat produceonly binary branchingtrees except for
preterminals,with rules of the form A -> BC or A -- a. It is easy to show (as observed in Ruzzo (1978))that
the Earley algorithmis essentially a methodfor convertingan arbitrarycontext-freegrammarinto Chomsky
normal form. The conversion involves "splitting" the righthand sides of rules of the form A -* BC . . . D into

binarybranchingform by introducingnew nonterminalnamesand expansionrules that incorporate"complex
symbols'' formed by all the possible ways of dividinga righthandside up into two sets of nonterminals;for
example, A

-*

BCD becomes A -* .(BCD), A -* (B).(CD), A -* (BC).(D), A -* (BCD). In the worst case this

expansion squares the size of the grammar.On the other hand, the best-knownalgorithmfor convertingan
arbitrarygrammarinto Chomskynormalform in the worst case also squaresthe size of the grammar.Thus,
given an arbitrarycontext-freegrammarand consideringonly the factors of grammarsize and input length,
the CKY method and the Earley method are on an equal footing.
25 Input sentence length will not dominatethe
complexity equationuntil n = approximately63 (633 =
250047).
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We might also consider whether directly reducing the size of the grammarhas a
telling impact on the overall efficiency of an algorithm.The potential advantages of a
succinct representationis a familiartheme for the linguist(more compact grammarsare
generally assumed to capturegeneralizationsbetter than their bloated relatives, and are
often taken to be more easily learnableas well). From the precedingparagraphwe see
that the linguist's intuition also has some computationalsupport:if grammarsize can
be reduced "easily enough", then this kind of reduction may be more advantageous
than a reduction on the exponent of input sentence length from cubic to quadratic.As
an illustrativeexample, consider a case where the size of the grammarIGI= 500, and
the maximumlength sentence analyzed is 10 tokens long. Now suppose that one is faced
with a new alternative grammar,grammarB, that is a bit more than triple the size of
the old grammar(IGAI = 1600), but runs in only quadratic(n2) time in the length of
input sentences. In this situation, the first grammarwill take time k x 2.50 x 108 to
process an input sentence of length 10, whereas grammarB, althoughprocessed by an
asymptotically faster algorithmthan grammarA, will take time k x 2.56 x 108.Given
this particularset of assumptions about the range of input sentence lengths and algorithmiccomplexity functions, the more succinct grammaris moreefficientlyprocessed.26
Clearly, an exact trade-offbetween grammarsize and exponent on input sentence
length cannot be calculated without a specific set of grammarsin hand. Moreover, it
would be a pointless exercise to show that succinctness is a potential advantageif one
cannot reduce grammarsize at all. In this regardit is importantto observe that it appears
generally true that as one moves from weaker to more powerful rule systems, one can
express languages more succinctly. This informalsuspicion also has some formalmathematical backing. Meyer and Fischer (1971) have shown that as one moves up in expressive power from deterministicfinite-stateautomata,to nondeterministicfinite-state
automata, to push-down automata (context-free languages), to context-sensitive languages and beyond, there are always languages lower down in the hierarchythat can
be expressed more succinctly via the more powerful rule systems higher in the hier-

26
If the relevant range of input sentence lengths is 10 or less, then even a reductionfrom a cubic to a
linear time function of n will not necessarilyoutweighthe gains of succinctness. For example, suppose that
we can obtain a linear algorithmat the price of expandingthe numberof grammarrules to 6000 or so (a
twelvefold increase). Then the complexity of the new grammarwith the new, "faster" algorithmand a
maximuminputsentence lengthof 10 will be 3.6 x 108,whereasunderthe old "slower" algorithmit was only
2.5 x 108.
Moregenerally,assumingthe Earleyalgorithmas a basic functionalform,if Go = the size of one grammar,
and G1 = the size of anothergrammar,then efficiencygainsfromsuccinctnessoutweighgainsfroma reduction
of the exponent on input sentence lengthfrom n' to nk if Gl/Go > squareroot (n/lnk). In the example in the
main text, withj = 3 and k = 2, this will occur when the ratio of grammarsizes exceeds the squareroot of
n; for n = 10, this is approximately3.16, and 1600/500 = 3.2 > 3.16.
We should emphasize that these examples are meantto be purelyillustrativein nature.However, order
of magnitudeblow-ups in grammarsize of the sort describedhere are not atypical. As we shall see below,
even exponentialexpansionsin grammarsize are theoreticallypossible if one opts for a "weaker"formalism
instead of a strongerone.
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archy.27For example, the gain in economy of push-downautomataover finite automata
for describing finite (and trivially regular) sets can be exponential; the gain in using
deterministicpush-down automatato describe infinite regularsets can be even better;
and, perhaps surprisingly,the amount of "compaction" achieved by using a nondeterministic push-down machine to describe an infinite regularset can be arbitrarilylarge.
(Succinctness gains can also be unboundedas one moves from context-free to contextsensitive languages, and from context-sensitive languages to arbitraryrecursive languages.)
Thus, although a set of strings may be perfectly well describable (in the weak
generative sense) by a system of low expressive power, it may actuallybe advantageous
in terms of parsing efficiency to capture the structureof that set by a more powerful
formalism. The reason is simply that if in one formalismparsing time is some linear
function of the length of the input and the size of the grammar(i.e. is proportionalto
k x |Gin), and if one can move to, say, a context-free formalismand reduce the size
of the grammarexponentially, then the price of using the n3 context-free parsingalgorithm could be well worth it: a reduction in the size of the grammarcould more than
make up for the increase due to the exponent change from n to n3.28Note that this
advantage of succinctness is quite differentfrom the usual linguistic claim that a more
compact grammaris more easily learnable;we are claimingthat it is possible that a more
compact grammar,expressed by a more powerful formal system, is more efficiently
processed as well.29
27 On the other hand, it can also be shown that there exist languagesfor which there is no gain in
succinctness by moving to a more powerfuldescriptiveformalism.The questionof interest for linguisticsis
whether the use of more "powerful" descriptive machinery,e.g. transformationalgrammar,permits more
succinct descriptionsof naturallanguage.This was one of the argumentsmadefor transformational
grammar

in Syntactic Structures.

In this regard,it is interestingto note that the Meyer-Fischerresultsapparentlycan be appliedin certain
linguisticallyrelevantcases. For example, Meyerand Fischershow thata deterministicpush-downautomaton
with n states and s push-downsymbols can be exponentiallysmallerfor representingcertain finite (hence
triviallyregular)languagesthan any finite-stateautomatonthat generatesthe same language.It can be easily
demonstratedthat this potentialexponentialcompactionis actuallyachievedin the case of languagesthat have
self-embeddingconstructionsof finite depth:as is well known, a finite automatoncan generatelanguageswith
a fixed, finite bound on allowable self-embeddings(Chomskyand Miller (1963));however, this equivalent
finite-stateautomatonwill have an exponentiallylargernumberof statesthanthe minimalpush-downautomaton
for the same language.Since this case actuallyarises in the study of grammarsfor English,one can conclude
that the Meyer-Fischer succinctness results apply to linguisticallyrelevantexamples.
28 Here we assume on-line recognition,so that at least n time steps are requiredmerely to read an input
of length n. On this assumption,recognitioncannot take less than time n.
29 More pertinentsuccinctness results have been obtained.Joshi, Levy, and Yueh (1980)show that there
are context-free languages whose context-sensitive phrase structuregrammarsare more compact, by any
factor k that one desires, than any equivalentcontext-freegrammarfor those languages.They furthershow
that this sort of context-sensitive phrase structuregrammarcan be incorporatedinto the Earley parsing
framework,thoughwith a modifiedpolynomialbound,thus demonstratingthat substantialefficiencygains are
in some cases possible by moving from a context-freephrase structuresystem to context-sensitivephrase
structurerules. (This result is actuallya particularsubcase of the more generalMeyer-Fischer theorems.)
It remainsto be seen whetherthe formaldevices that Gazdarintroduces(slashedcategoriesas complex
symbols and metarules)actually lead to efficiency gains for parsing;this would depend uponjust how much
largera slashed categorygrammaris than an equivalentTG, the computationalbookkeepingrequired,and so
forth. The one worked-outexampleof such a context-freegrammarthe authorsare familiarwith is the slashed
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Analyzingthe complexity of a parsingprocedureas some joint functionof grammar
size and sentence length is but the first crude step in a more detailed comparison of
parsing procedures. The unanalyzed grammarsize term itself covers a multitude of
implementationdetails. Besides reducingthe sheer size of the grammar,one could also
try to discover alternativerepresentationalformatsfor the grammarrules that are more
easily coupled to the demandsof parsingroutines;perhapsone could reducethe exponent
on the grammarsize contributionfrom quadraticto linear. The success of this effort in
turn depends upon both the exact form of the grammarand available representational
formats-what primitive operations and structuresthe brain actually has available (or
can "quickly" simulate). This is an importantcorrelative(and almost inevitable)effect
of moving away from abstractanalysis and towardmore fine-grainedefficiency analysis:
our comparisonsbecome more attunedto the relevantcognitive details, but we lose the
ability to say that our comparisons will remain fixed over all possible variations in
primitive machine operations. If the human cognitive machinery does not have the
requisite unitary operatingcharacteristicsthat we have assumed for our low-level, detailed efficiency analysis, then the comparisonis simply beside the point. For instance,
if we have concluded that algorithmA is faster than algorithmB on the assumptionthat
the primitiveinstructionset of the underlyingcomputationalmachineryincludes a unit
operationto multiplytwo numberstogether, but the actual machineryprovidedincludes
only additionoperations,then it may well be that the superiorityof algorithmA is merely
academic. Similarly,detailedcomplexity analyses of variationsin one or anotherparsing
algorithmthat are based upon differencesin the microstructureof computer organization
seem problematicwithout independentverificationthat the relevant differencesin computer organizationare reflected in the cognitive domain. A careful complexity analysis
must ride a thin line between over-abstractionand over-specialization.
The fact that one can arrangefor the "internalization"of grammarrules in a wide
variety of formats-as matrices,linkedlists, or more complicatedarrangements-would
be of little interest for efficiency analysis if it were true that modificationsof this kind
had little impact on overall parsing efficiency. As it turns out, however, variation in
"data structures"can have a significantpracticaleffect on the efficiency of an algorithm.
Quite often, merely changingthe way in which rules are accessed can make order-ofmagnitudedifferences in algorithmicefficiency. To take a concrete example, Ruzzo and
his colleagues (Ruzzo (1978), Graham, Harrison, and Ruzzo (1980)) have shown that
the Earley algorithmcan be made more efficient by a combinationof actual changes to
the algorithm plus a palette of "implementation"techniques. These include shifts to
alternativerepresentationalformats for storinggrammarrules (and how those rules are
"looked up" as the parse progresses);alternativeprimitivemachineoperations(whether
category grammarof Harman(1963). Harmanclaimedthat this grammargeneratedthe same languageas the
TG of Syntactic Structures, using about the same numberof rules. An up-to-datecomparisonmight yield
differentresults. Recallthatthe TG of Syntactic Structures hadseparaterulesfor each superficially"different"
transformation;in the currentGovernment-Bindingtheory there is only one movementrule. In any case, it
does not immediatelyfollow that conversionto the slashedcategorynotationis computationallyadvantageous.
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parallel operations are available for certain tests); and whether "preanalysis" of the
grammaris permitted (so as to compute in advance commonly used derivation steps).
As Graham, Harrison, and Ruzzo point out, these changes can speed up the same
algorithmten times or more, and may well dominatethe algorithm'sexecution time for
practical-sizedinputs. Thus, "implementationdetails", far from being safely ignored,
may actually be crucial in the practical evaluation of an algorithm'scomplexity. Importantly, Graham,Harrison, and Ruzzo point out that some of these format "tricks"
are not available if one uses the originalEarley algorithm.30
Since different representationalformats can make for quite significantdifferences
in parsingefficiency in the case of context-freeparsing,it seems reasonableto conclude
that the properpractical evaluation of an algorithmis a sophisticatedtask. It requires
careful attention to alternative data structures and the underlyingorganizationof the
computerthat has been assumed. In the cognitive domainthe task is even more difficult,
since the attendantcomputationalassumptionsare more likely to be lackingindependent
support.For example, if the primitiveparalleloperationsdemandedby the most efficient
of the Graham,Harrison, and Ruzzo techniques have no analoguein cognitive machinery, then we cannot exploit the efficiency gains of this method.3' In short, we again
discover that we must have a theory of implementationand some specific knowledge
of the computationalcapabilitiesof the brain.
A stronger case for a particularalgorithm'ssuperioritycould be made if we were
able to show that its efficiency was preserved for input sizes of practicalinterest over
many (in the best case all) conceivable implementations.Then we might be more confident that, no matter what particular"implementation"the brain had picked, our algorithmwould still be superior(thoughit of course still does not necessarily follow that
the brain would pick that particularalgorithm).It is this property of invariance over
implementationthat lends at least some credibilityto the distinctionbetween procedures
that run in some polynomial function of the length of their inputs (such as n3, as in the
30
Some storagerepresentationsadmitefficient"preprocessing"operationson the (presumablynow fixed)
grammarthat are simply not available in other formats. For instance, given a (fixed) grammar,we might
computein advanceof the parse of any inputsentence a table that tells us which nonterminalscan be derived
from other nonterminals(for example, in the grammarS a AB; A a C, we would store the "lemma" that
S can derive A, B, or C; and that A can derive C). These finite-step"lemmas"can possibly shortenparsing
work later on, if they can be integratedin an efficient mannerinto the parsingalgorithmas a whole. It turns
out (althoughwe cannot demonstratethis fact here) that trade-offsbetween preprocessingoperations,alternative grammarrepresentations,and differentparsingalgorithmorganizationscan be quite subtle.
To get some idea of the subtlety of "real" implementations,see the variants proposed by Graham,
Harrison,and Ruzzo (1980, 437, 440, 441, 442 (figures4, 6, 7, and 8 of the originalarticle)). Each variant
provides a slightly differentway of stating which rules are related to which other rules (given a particular
input sentence), and of organizingthe actual parse of a sentence. Withoutgraspingin detailjust what these
differentformats are supposed to do, one can still note that they entail quite differentways of storingand
manipulatingrules of the grammar,and hence make quite differentassumptionsaboutjust what "primitive
operations"are availablein the cognitive machinery.
31 Since we are looking only at parsingefficiency, let us say that there is a "cognitive analogue" of the
paralleloperationsif the cognitive machinerycan simulatethe requisiteoperationswhile preservingthe "unit
time" execution characterof the paralleloperations.That is to say, the simulationmust be "fast enough".
For furtherdiscussion of the impact of parallelcomputationalmachineryon the usual sort of serial machine
complexity analyses relevantto linguistics, see Berwickand Weinberg(forthcominga).
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case of context-free recognition) versus those that take some exponential amount of
time. It is easily shown that all "natural" models of serial computation-Turing machines, random access machines, and others-can simulate each other in polynomial
time.32 Therefore, we know that procedures that take polynomial time under some
particularmodel of computation(say, a Turingmachine)will still take polynomialtime
under any other natural model (though the exponent may be larger or smaller). For
instance, Earley's algorithmtakes n3 time on a randomaccess machine, but n4 time on
a Turing machine (under the straightforwardsimulationof one machine by the other).
The importantpoint is that the asymptotic superiorityof polynomial over exponential
algorithmswill be maintainedacross all "natural"machine implementations.
Unfortunately, as we have seen, this invariance is again an asymptotic property,
and hence its relevance for cognitive science is not clear. It seems just as likely that it
is the constant multipliersthat dominatethe usual execution time of parsingalgorithms
for naturallanguage. Consequently, we suggest that the proper analysis of parsing algorithms will have to wait upon the as yet undeveloped theory of implementationor
perhapseven some hard(but still abstract)informationabout the computationalabilities
of the languagefaculty/brain(cf. the case of Marr'sresearch on visual processing cited
in Marrand Poggio (1979)).
3. Conclusions
In this light, let us summarizethe examinationof the efficient parsabilityassumptions.
The view that context-free languages form a privileged class because of the claim of
parsing efficiency requires both a functional and a mathematicalargument.The mathematical argumentthat has appeared in the literaturerests on the direct use of computationalcomplexity results without, apparently,either a proper considerationof the
domain of applicationof the relevant theorems or a properevaluation of the efficiency
condition in a realistic biological setting. In short, there is a distinction to be drawn
between relevant cognitive complexity and the mathematical complexity of a language.

As noted above, it is relevantcognitive complexity that is actuallyof interestto linguists
and psychologists. However, this measure must apparentlybe couched at a level of
detail that incorporates many implementationfactors that the usual theory of mathematical complexity abstracts away from. In particular,to determinerelevant cognitive
complexity one must determine the range of inputs that will be encountered, the size
of the grammar,its internal representation,and the basic architectureof the machine
actually instantiatinga parsing algorithmthat makes use of the grammar.As we have
tried to show in this article and in Berwick and Weinberg(forthcominga), there seems
to be so much possible variation in these implementationdetails alone-at least given
our current inability to posit constraints on the architecturalfeatures of the human
cognitive machinery-that the same grammarcan be incorporatedinto algorithmswith
32
That is, one brand of machine-say, a Turing machine-can simulate what another brand of machine
does, while using, say, n3 "extra" time to do the simulating. (See Machtey and Young (1978).)
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vastly different time complexities. Furthermore, a language that is quite "high up" in
a strictly context-sensitive language-may in fact be
the Chomsky hierarchy-e.g.
parsed more rapidly than languages lower down in the hierarchy-e.g. faster than some
context-free languages-if the gain in succinctness is enough to offset the possible
increase in parsing time.

There is, of course, nothing in principle that prevents the theory of language use
from serving as a domain of evidence constraining the class of possible grammars. The
preceding discussion suggests, however, that parsing efficiency criteria as typically
defined in a mathematical sense, and in particular the Chomsky hierarchy, are not much
of a criterion at all: the entire class of context-free languages, plus many other languages
that are strictly context-sensitive, are efficiently parsable. Indeed, it seems likely that
when the factors influencing the implementation of algorithms are taken into consideration (including the possibility of parallel hardware), and when one realizes that it is
only of interest to consider sentences of "practical" size, then it ac-tually seems likely
that almost any language is efficiently parsable. Consequently, attention to the criterion
of efficient parsability alone, at least in the mathematical sense as it is usually developed,
can do little to advance us toward our goal of constraining the class of possible grammars.33 This apparent fact was noted in Chomsky (1965, 62), where the difference
between mathematical and biological relevance is also pointed out:
Thus one can constructhierarchiesof weak and stronggenerativecapacity,but it is important
to bear in mind that these hierarchiesdo not necessarily correspondto what is probablythe
empiricallymost significantdimensionof increasingpower of linguistictheory. This dimension is presumablyto be defined in terms of the scatteringin value of grammarscompatible
with fixed data. Along this empiricallysignificantdimension, we should like to accept the
least "powerful" theory that is empiricallyadequate. It mightconceivably turn out that this
theory is extremely powerful (perhapseven universal, that is, equivalentin generative capacity to the theory of TuringMachines)along the dimensionof weak generativecapacity,
and even along the dimension of strong generative capacity. It will not necessarily follow
that it is very powerful (and hence to be discounted) in the dimensionwhich is ultimately
of real empiricalsignificance. . . . It is importantto realize that the questionspresentlybeing
studied are primarilydeterminedby feasibilityof mathematicalstudy, and it is importantnot
to confuse this with the question of empiricalsignificance.
It seems not unreasonable to suppose that the domain of "empirical significance" might
require finding criteria above and beyond that of efficient parsability that would serve
to restrict the class of possible grammars. One possible criterion derives from research
into the class of grammars that are learnable, a class that is extremely small (see Chomsky
3 We leave open the question of whetherresourcecomplexitymore generallyis an appropriatemeasure
for the "finite-sized" problems that the brain computes. It may well be that the alternativemeasures of
programsize or Kolmogorovcomplexity are more suitable(see Gewirtz(1974)).The theory of programsize
complexityattemptsto find the shortestprogramit takes to computesome function,irrespectiveof the amount
of time or space it may take to do the actualcomputation.Thereare obvious connectionsbetween the notions
of shortestprogramandsimplesttheory,as classicallydescribedby Goodmanandothersandused by Chomsky,
that deserve furtherstudy.
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(1981, chapter 1) for discussion). We mightrestrictthe class of possible parsersto those
that incorporate more or less directly grammarsdrawn from the class of learnable
grammars.Our task would then be to show that this class of parsers met the demand
of efficient parsability.34As this would take us far beyond the scope of this article, we
will leave it as a topic for future research.
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